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Well Street Pizza
Hackney
At Well Street, you'll find some of the finest Neopolitan pizza on offer in a wonderfully relaxed setting. A short walk from both Homerton and London Fields Station. Well Street Pizza opened its doors in Hackney in 2015 and has since become one of London's favourite independent pizza joints… We're all about traditional Neapolitan pizza and pasta, crafted with fresh, authentic ingredients and washed down with local beer, delicious wine, banging cocktails and coffee. Join us 7 days a week - dine in, takeaway or delivery via Deliveroo. We're child-friendly and happy to cater for all dietary requirements.
184 Well Street,
London E9 6QT

020 3058 1876
Enquiries
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Let's Play

Table Football
Days


30 minutes


Monday

Free

Tuesday - Wednesday

£6

Thursday - Sunday

£8


Book Now
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Interactive Darts
Days


60 minutes


Monday - Wednesday

£5pp (£25 Max)

Thursday - Friday

£8pp (£40 Max)

Saturday - Sunday

£5pp (£25 Max)


Book Now
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At the heart of everything we do is real Neapolitan pizza
Our dough is carefully crafted and fermented for 48 hours, hand-stretched to order then baked in traditional pizza ovens at over 400°c. This allows the soft dough to rise quickly, giving it the charred crust, fantastic flavour and texture of a traditional Neapolitan pizza.
We top our pizza with the freshest ingredients, from beautiful imported buffalo mozzarella and salami to locally sourced seasonal veg. Our menu features classic Neapolitan combinations, meaty masterpieces, and fully customisable vegetarian and vegan visions!
Behind the bar, you'll find a range of local craft beer, an extensive wine list, fresh Liberty coffee and cocktails that take inspiration from Naples to Hackney and beyond…
Food Menu
Lunch Menu
Drinks Menu
Cocktail Menu
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Christmas & New Year at Well Street Pizza

Explore Now





Stay the night at our 10 room hotel in Hackney
Learn more about our stylish inn set above our pub in trendy East London. The perfect choice for business travelers, weekenders, and holiday-goers looking for a place to stay in the heart of vibrant East London.
Take a look at our hotel 
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Opening Hours

Monday - 
16:00-22:00

Tuesday - 
16:00-22:00

Wednesday - 
12:00-22:00

Thursday - 
12:00-22:00

Friday - 
12:00-22:30

Saturday - 
12:00-22:30

Sunday - 
12:00-22:00



Kitchen Hours

Monday - 
16:00-22:00

Tuesday - 
16:00-22:00

Wednesday - 
12:00-22:00

Thursday - 
12:00-22:00

Friday - 
12:00-22:30

Saturday - 
12:00-22:30

Sunday - 
12:00-22:00







UEFA Euro 2024
Join the football fever of Euro 2024 this summer and don't miss a moment of the action.
View fixtures & book now
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Looking for a Hackney hot spot? Get in touch!
Looking for somewhere to party in Hackney? Beneath our Hackney pizza restaurant you’ll find a speakeasy-style basement bar, available for private hire 7 days a week in the heart of East London… Perfect for all kinds of private events and special occasions, from birthdays and weddings, to parties and networking events. Get in touch to find out more!
Capacity - 50 seated / 80 standing
PRivate hireChristmasWEddingsVirtual Tour
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Join us every Monday to take advantage of two pizzas for £14. From 5pm until close.

More Info


This is some text inside of a div block.This is some text inside of a div block.
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Well Street Lunch Time Deal
Weekdays 12-5pm
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A Pizza & a beer or glass of wine for £8. Weekdays 12-5pm. Selected Pizzas Only.

More Info


This is some text inside of a div block.This is some text inside of a div block.
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Pizza Making Parties
Enquire now
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Pizza making for adults and children

More Info


This is some text inside of a div block.This is some text inside of a div block.
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Well Street Pizza
184 Well Street,
London E9 6QT

020 3058 1876GET DIRECTIONS
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Well Street Pizza
184 Well Street,
London E9 6QT
020 3058 1876GET DIRECTIONS
-0.047045332
51.54383418



well-street-pizza

51.54383418

-0.047045332








Follow us on Instagram

@wellstreetpizza
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[image: Sunday Fun Day 2 for 1 cocktails All day 🍹 Monday - Tuesday 2 for 1 cocktails 7pm-close 🍸   . . . #happyhour #cocktails #drinks #bar #beer #food #cocktail #wine #mixology #drink #bartender #cheers #foodie #instagood #foodporn #party #drinkstagram #love #music #cocktails #drinks #bar #cocktail #bartender #mixology #drink #food #gin #happyhour #cocktailbar #beer #wine #cocktailsofinstagram]
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[image: ☕️ Alert, Alert! The contract has been signed and the transfer fee agreed! Please welcome new signing @extractcoffee ☕️   The Bristol based speciality coffee roaster has developed a huge reputation nationally and continues to grow. Apart from an incredible selection of coffee beans to match anybodys  palette, they ensure that their beans are ethically sourced by working extremely close with the farmers that produce them.   #extractcoffee #coffee #coffeelover #restaurant #takeaway #london #londoneats #londonrestaurants #pizza #pizzatime #pizzalover #lovefood #lovecoffee]
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[image: Restaurant looking cosy on this autumn Monday evening.  Don’t forget it’s 2-4-£14 on selected pizzas every Monday! So head down and enjoy  some Well Street Pizza vibes  #pizza #pizzatime #pizzalover #vibes #autumn #aesthetic #hackney #hackneyrestaurants #hackneysfinest #london #londonlife #londonrestaurants #foodporn #foodstagram #foodie #cocktails #beer]
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KEEP UP TO DATE
Let's be friends
For exclusive offers, along with the latest food, wine and events new from Well Street Pizza, subscribe to our mailing lists and let us keep in touch.




Check here to allow us to send you emails.



Thanks for signing up to our newsletter. We'll be in touch.

Sorry! Something went wrong while submitting the form. Please try again.







Head Office
42 Brendon Street, 
Marylebone,
London, W1H 5HE,
United Kingdom

Follow
InstagramFacebookXLinkedin
Information
Privacy & Cookies PolicyGender Pay GapTerms & ConditionsFAQs
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Musicals Brunch at Juno Rooms





Join us every Saturday for a raucous afternoon of show-tunes, dance-offs, singalongs, games, a delicious brunch menu and bottomless cocktails!


More Info & Book Ticketsbook now







Contact us





Enquiry Type*

* Required

General Enquiry


Bookings & Hire












Thanks for you enquiry. We'll be in touch as soon as possible.

Sorry, something went wrong. Please try again.




































 



































